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Abstract: Tobyhanna Army Depot (TYAD) is one of the largest U.S. Army maintenance depots providing maintenance support
to military organizations around the globe. The depot’s primary logistical mission is maintenance of Department of Defense
Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) equipment. Given
extremely high and timely throughput expectations, the depot encountered extreme pressure to precisely charge the appropriate
labor hours for the hundreds of tasks associated with maintenance operations. The task of this accurate labor reporting is
assigned to the floor’s team leaders. The USMA lean six sigma (LSS) team analyzed the labor reporting procedure, and using
the Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control (DMAIC) improvement process, they were able to significantly ease labor
reporting for floor supervisors. With this process improvement, the team was able to reduce a division’s team leaders’ manhour reporting times by 25%, which corresponds to Tobyhanna annual savings of over $160K.
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1. Introduction
Lean Six Sigma uses the data-driven Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control (DMAIC) process to eliminate
waste and improve the quality of their processes. In the scope of our research, we determined that previous research on labor
reporting is best classified as time reflected in labor hours, which correlates to business costs (Shim et al, 2009). Labor
reporting consumes a vast amount of time for many businesses. The purpose of many Lean Six Sigma projects is the
reduction of time for labor and the cost associated with labor reporting. In addition, Lean Six Sigma projects often concern
batch processing because varying sizes of items or groups of data must be recorded and processed before they can be
analyzed. Batch Processing is the execution of an industrial process on material in batches of a limited quantity or number.
Applying efficient batch processing methods to the project at TYAD will greatly aid other departments within the depot as
well. The capstone team looked at Pine Bluff Arsenal as an example of related work. Pine Bluff Arsenal (Johnson, et al,
2009) uses hardcopies for timekeeping. The Pine Bluff Arsenal research team looked at utilizing a database application that
would eliminate the non-value added time. In the end, the Pine Bluff Arsenal project inferred that the hard copy archive
would transition to an all-electronic system over the course of seven years. Similarly, Watervliet Arsenal’s (Kellogg et al,
2008) project goal was to minimize labor reporting errors at a particular maintenance facility. They improved their manpower
reporting system by standardizing rules and reporting procedures. They hypothesized that their solution recommendation
would decrease errors and manpower consumption. Furthermore, the labor reporting information would be available online
and reviewed by project leaders yearly for accuracy. To maintain effectiveness, new arsenal employees are trained on the
newly-instituted labor reporting system. Although the TYAD labor reporting problem has similar goals as those in the
literature, the TYAD has equipment configurations, floor layouts, and labor constraints that differ from other depots. Hence,
TYAD’s small batch labor reporting problem requires a unique course of action that differs from the solution methods
proposed by the abovementioned organizations.
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